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Hausbrauerei Zum Schlüssel 

"Invigorating Beers and more"

Located in the historic center of the city in Altstadt, Zum Schlüssel

established in 1850 is one of the first breweries in the region. As of today,

this charming old brewery offers not only tours of its facility and

informative talks on the art of brewing but also a wondrous dining venue

which features a beautiful beer-garden overlooking Neanderkirche. With

their list of freshly drafted beers brewed on-site, they offer delicious home-

style food that couples wonderfully with the likes of the Original Schlüssel.

Moreover, this venue can also be booked for private events and

celebrations.

 +49 211 828 9550  www.zumschluessel.de/  info@zumschluessel.de  Bolkerstraße 41-47,

Dusseldorf

 by Alexei Potupin   

Altstadt 

"Historic Old Town"

Sometimes known as 'the longest bar in the world' Dusseldorf's Altstadt -

the Old Town - contains some 200 bars, cafés and restaurants. Despite its

relatively small size, the crowds flock here at the weekend, filling most of

the bars. But the Altstadt isn't just for night owls, row upon row of

atmospheric old townhouses have been converted into shops and

boutiques offering all a discerning shopper could wish for. Culture

explorers are also spoilt for choice, with places like the Hetjens Museum,

Film Museum, Stadtmuseum, Heinrich Heine Institute and Palais

Wittgenstein attracting visitors from far and wide.

 +49 211 17 2020 (Tourist Information)  www.duesseldorf-tourismus.de/en/s

ights/altstadt-old-town/

 Altstadt, Dusseldorf

 by GraphyArchy   

K20- Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-

Westfalen 

"North Rhine Westphalian Art Collection"

Built by Danish architects in 1986 to house the art collection of the state

of North Rhine Westphalia, Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen is one of

the city's most instantly recognizable landmarks. The collection itself was

founded in 1960 when the state bought 88 paintings by Paul Klee. The

main part of the collection deals with pre-war art: Fauvism, Expressionism,

Cubism, the Blue Rider and Pittura Metafisica movements as well as

Dadaism, Surrealism, Constructiveness, Bauhaus and de Stijl. The second

section of the collection features post-1945 art, ranging from Abstract

Expressionism to the work of Joseph Beuys.

 +49 211 838 1204  www.kunstsammlung.de/

de

 info@kunstsammlung.de  Grabbeplatz 5, Dusseldorf
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Heinrich-Heine-Institut 

"Museum and Library"

Heinrich Heine (1797-1856) is regarded as one of Germany's greatest

writers. The centerpiece of this fascinating institute is an exhibition

documenting his life, his work and the influence that he has had upon

German literature over the centuries. The library, which includes the

manuscript department of the regional and city library, is a starting point

for literary research and the archives cover the fields of literature, music,

art and science. This unique cultural institution not only allows scholars

access to research material, but is also a forum for communication and

critical discussion.

 +49 211 892 2902  www.duesseldorf.de/hein

einstitut/

 heineinstitut@duesseldorf.

de

 Bilker Strasse 12-14,

Dusseldorf

 by Frank Vincentz   

Filmmuseum Düsseldorf 

"Film Museum"

Founded in 1993, Dusseldorf's Film Museum is more of a fascinating

elucidation of the technical side of film-making and it is a homage to the

stars of the silver screen. Visitors can explore the film studio, equipped

with cameras, microphones and wind machines and get the opportunity to

learn about the effects of light, in a series of labyrinth-like dark rooms. The

museum organizes tours, seminars and workshops and also houses a

library containing some 2,600 films, 200,000 photos, 20,000 posters and

20,000 documents.

 +49 211 899 2232  www.duesseldorf.de/seite-

nicht-gefunden.html

 filmmuseum@duesseldorf.

de

 Schulstraße 4, Dusseldorf

 by MichaelGaida   

Königsallee 

"Designer Boulevard"

When it was built in 1804, the 'Kö', as it is affectionately known to locals,

was situated in a slightly run-down area on the edge of the city. As

Dusseldorf grew, Königsallee became more central and things really took

off after a face-lift at the start of the 20th Century. An underground

station was opened, the pavements were widened and the street lamps,

kiosks and telephone boxes were restored. Nowadays the boulevard is

Dusseldorf's number one shopping street and has enhanced the city's

reputation as being one of Europe's major fashion centers.

 +49 211 86399025  www.koenigsallee-

duesseldorf.de/de/

 info@koenigsallee-

duesseldorf.de

 Königsallee, Dusseldorf

 by Joschi71   

Rheinuferpromenade 

"Promenade along the Rhine"

A masterpiece of modern engineering, Rheinufer Promenade was newly

designed in 1995 to help ease traffic congestion in the city center. With

pedestrian and cycle paths stretching 0.9 miles (1.5 kilometers) along the

bank of the Rhine from Oberkasseler Bridge to the State Parliament, the

street is the perfect place for a relaxing stroll. Rheinufer Promenade has

also turned into a popular meeting place, lending the area a holiday-like

feel on warm summer evenings. Numerous bars have outdoor

terraces—the perfect place to sample an altbier (black beer) and watch the

sun slowly set over the Rhine.

 +49 211 83680710  Rheinuferpromenade, Dusseldorf
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 by Jula2812   

Brauerei Im Füchschen 

"Paradise for Beer-lovers"

A popular favorite in the old town, beer-lovers from all over the world

congregate here to sample the local brew. The restaurant even has its

own brewery, which produces tasty beer in strict accordance with the

German beer purity law. Apart from the beer, Füchschen also offers hearty

German food. The menu is filled with traditional dishes like Eisbein with

sauerkraut.

 +49 211 13 7470  www.fuechschen.de/  lokal@fuechschen.de  Ratingerstraße 28,

Dusseldorf

 by RalfHuels   

Stadtmuseum 

"Museum of Local History"

The oldest museum in the city, the Stadtmuseum is home to a fascinating

exhibition about the history of Dusseldorf from the Stone Age to the

present day. The main focus is on the rise of the city as an industrial and

financial center, but there are also good sections dealing with the Jülich-

Kleve-Berg era (14-16th century), the art scene in the Weimar Republic,

and the city today.

 +49 211 899 6170  www.duesseldorf.de/stadt

museum/

 stadtmuseum@duesseldorf

.de

 Berger Allee 2, Dusseldorf

 by Andreas Schwarzkopf   

Hofgarten 

"Dusseldorf's Green Lung"

Considered to be the oldest garden in the city, the Hofgarten is a

magnificent park in the city center. Spread over 27 hectares (67 acres),

this greenfield has many significant monuments and sculptures that add

character to the park. Designed in keeping with English landscape styles,

it has centuries-old meadows, rare trees, ponds and fountains. Dating

back to the 16th Century, the Hofgarten was destroyed in the early 1800s

and was restored by architect Maximilian Weyhe on Napoleon's orders.

One of the key features here are the memorials honoring fallen soldiers. A

stroll through this historic place will not only make one appreciate history

but also nature.

 +49 211 702020  Heinrich-Heine-Allee, Dusseldorf

 by Remi Mathis   

Museum Kunstpalast 

"Significant Art Museum"

An important part of Düsseldorf's art scene, the Museum Kunstpalast

hosts an extensive collection of art that ranges from ancient fine art and

modern art, to an impressive graphic art collection. One of the main draws

of the museum is the Hentrich Glass Museum, which comprises of one of

the largest glass collections in Germany.

 +49 211 5664 2100  www.kunstpalast.de/  info@kunstpalast.de  Ehrenhof 4-5, Dusseldorf
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Botanical garden of Düsseldorf 

"Botanical Garden"

The Botanischer Garten belongs to The University of Düsseldorf and is

primarily used for teaching and research purposes, although it is also

open to the general public. The focal point is the 18 meter (59 feet) high

green-house which accommodates plants from the Mediterranean and

regions with a similar climate. Other parts of the garden are arranged

according to ecological origins. The garden is well worth the trip out to the

southern suburbs and is not just a place for die-hard botany fans.

 +49 211 811 0722  www.botanischergarten.h

hu.de/

 BGSekretariat@uni-

duesseldorf.de

 Universitätsstraße 1,

Dusseldorf

 by Marek Gehrmann   

Grafenberger Wald 

"Popular Day-Trip For Families"

With its tree-covered hills and lush meadows, Grafenberger Wald is the

perfect spot for a long, relaxing walk. It is also great for kids: the deer park

contains a host of different species of deer and the forestry school offers

an insight into the region's flora and fauna. Dusseldorf's race track, which

is regarded as the prettiest in Germany, is situated on the edge of the

forest. Grafenberger Wald is a perfect place to spend quality time with

your family and friends amidst the luscious green forest. However, the one

thing while visiting this place is that opening times vary.

 +49 211 62 5972  Rennbahnstraße, Dusseldorf

 by Frank Vincentz   

Unterbacher See 

"A Day by The Lake"

Located inside Unterbacher See/Eller Forst nature reserve is this natural

water marvel called the Unterbacher See or Lake Unterbacher. The unique

aspect about the lake is that it is entirely filled with groundwater without

any external source of inlet. The water from this lake is of the best quality

and is subjected to rigorous checks. The place is perfect for a long picnic

with friends and family. On the north end of the lake one can relax on

reclining chairs and watch the day go by. If you wish to enjoy some beach

volleyball facilities are made for the game. The south end of the lake

welcomes visitors to indulge in some water sports activities like canoeing

and rowing. Fishing and swimming can also be enjoyed at the

Unterbacher See. There is also a camping site called the Campingplatz

Unterbacher See located near the lake.

 +49 211 899 2094  www.duesseldorf-tourismus.de/en/f

reizeit-sport/erholungsgebiete-parks

/unterbacher-see-lake-unterbach-

local-recreation-area/

 Kleiner Torfbruch 31, Dusseldorf

 by ddzphoto   

Schloss Benrath 

"Late Baroque Royal Residence"

Located in the village of Benrath, a suburb of Dusseldorf established in

1929, Schloss Benrath was erected between 1755 to 1770, in the middle of

a spacious park bordered by the Rhine. The castle was constructed by

order of the electoral Prince Carl Theodor von Pfalz-Sulzbach. Designed

by Nicolas de Pigage, the residence is a fine example of the transition

from late baroque to classical architecture. Its striking, salmon pink façade

is embellished with an ornately carved grey colored roof. The main

building contains some exquisite furniture and 18th-century paintings,

while the west wing is home to the Benrath Natural History Museum.

Visitors can take guided tours of this fascinating castle to gain a deeper

insight into the history of Benrath.

 +49 211 892 1903  www.schloss-benrath.de/  info@schloss-benrath.de  Benrather Schloßallee

100-108, Dusseldorf
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